Request A Quote

The January Edition of Kennedy Tank Talk
Team,
Thank you for reading the January edition of Kennedy Tank Talk. Please see below to
learn about exciting projects and events happening at Kennedy Tank.

Churning out Large Diameter API 650 Tanks
The Kennedy Tank team is mid-fabrication on a large project consisting of several
30,000 gallon API 650 tanks and ASME pressure vessels in which many are 14'
diameter like the one shown below and painted, KENNEDY TANK RED!

Welcome David Duke!
We would like to welcome David Duke to
the Kennedy Tank Team.
David joins as a quality control inspector
for our field division and brings a bevy of
experience as an expert fabricator and
welder.
He has already made a big impact here at
Kennedy Tank and we are lucky to have
him on our team.

2021-2022 Recordable Streak
We would like to give a huge shout-out to
the Kennedy manufacturing team for
going 457 days without a recordable injury
which is the longest streak in the history
of our company!
This streak is the result of an unbelievable
focus and proactive approach that puts
safety at the forefront of everything we do
here at Kennedy Tank.
Committed to Industry Leading Quality
Outside of safety, Kennedy Tank takes
quality as the bedrock of our foundation.
Whether it's our 60+ ASME welders, our
(5) quality control inspectors, our
foreman, engineers, or salesman, we go
the extra mile every step of the fabrication
process to ensure we are the industry
leader in fabricating high-quality vessels
and tanks.

Experts in Shell and Tube Exchangers

Kennedy Tank is the Midwest leader in repairing or replacing shell and tube
exchangers. On the project below, our manufacturing shop built a new tube bundle
which was installed by your field division and shipped to one of the largest
petrochemical plants in the country. The team had also replaced the shell on this unit
the year prior and received excellent feedback from our customer. Well done team!

Please reach out if we can be of assistance on your next tank, vessel, heat exchanger,
field-erected tank, or repair project!
Sincerely,

Jim Kennedy: Jkennedy@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3523
Tim Noyes: Tnoyes@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3526
Jim Dossman: Jdossman@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3554
Paul Bolin: Pbolin@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3528
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